INTRODUCTION
In (Boult and Sikorski, 1986 ) the authors study the problem of computing the topological degree of Lipschitz functions defined on the n-dimensional unit cube C" using exact information on function evaluations.
In this paper we extend some results of that work to the case where there is noise in the information. We consider the uniformly bounded noise case and the relatively bounded noise case. In both cases we identify upper bounds of the number of function evaluations necessary to exactly compute the degree for any function in the considered class.
For an introduction and references on computing the topological degree, see (Boult and Sikorski, 1986) .
We briefly summarize the contents of the paper. In Section 2, the class of functions and information is defined. In Sections 3 and 4, we find upper bounds by Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.2. In Section 5, we define a modification of an information and present a corollary.
DEFINITIONS
Let IZ 1 2 be an integer, C" = [0, I]" the unit cube in Rn, ((a(( = (/. llm the infinity norm in R", and 8 = (0, . . . , 0) E R". For given positive real numbers d and K define F= {j P-R" (f= (f,, . . . ,fn);
Our problem is to find the topological degree deg(f, C", /3) offrelative to Cn at f3 (see (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970) ) for every fin F.
Let M be a positive integer and let R = l/M. Subdivide each (n -l)-face of C" into M"-' equal (n -I)-cubes of diameter R by subdividing each edge into M equal intervals of length R. In this way we obtain a subdivision of dC" into 2nM"-' cubes C; of diameter R: LetX={xi,.
. . , x"} be the set of all vertices of cubes CL. Observe that
We define an information operator N: F ---, Y = R" x -*a x Rn as follows: If $( y(f)) = deg(f, C", 19) for V. E F, we call 4 an exact algorithm.
UPPER BOUND (THE UNIFORMLY BOUNDED NOISE CASE)
We find an upper bound of the number of function evaluations necessary to compute deg(f, C", 0) exactly for V'f E F, when the uniformly bounded noise case holds. THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the uniformly bounded noise case holds.
If then the information operator N uniquely determines the degree for every fin F; i.e., y(f) = y(g) implies deg(f, C", 0) = deg(g, Cn, e), Remark 3.2. If u = 1 and p =O, then Theorem 3.1 corresponds to Lemma 3.1 in (Boult and Sikorski, 1986 ).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We can prove this theorem in almost the same way as in (Boult and Sikorski, 1986) . We use the Poincare-Bohl Theorem (see (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970) ). Namely let h(t, z) = t f(z) + (1 -t)g(z), Vt E [O, 11 and Vz E Xn. To conclude that deg(f, Cn, 0) = deg(g, C", 0), Vf, g E F, such that y(f) = y(g), it is enough to show that the homotopy h(t, z) is nonzero for Vt E [O, 11 and Vz E Z'. To show this take an arbitrary z E K". Then there exists an element xp of X such that Since fy(xP) + rl$(f') = g,(xP) + qpy(g), (3.6) we have w{fq(xP) + vIPq(.f)) = smk,(xP) + r)';(g)).
By (3.6) and (3.2) we have Let h(t, z) = tfl;z) + (1 -t)g(z), Vt E [O, l] and Vz E dC". To conclude that deg(f, C", 6) = de&g, 0, 0), V', g E F, such that y(f) = y(g), it is enough to show that the homotopy h(t, z) is nonzero for Vt E [0, 11 and VZE aC*. To show this take an arbitrary z E dCn. Then there exists an element xp of X such that p -zll 5 !? < (1 -a)d -24
2
(1 + a)K .
Since xp E dCn and f E F, we have For a given information y(f), f E F, there exists an information N(f) such that jr-E F and y(f) can be considered a noisy information of N(f). Using such N(J') in place of y(f) is called a modification of an information y(f) (with respect to the set F), and N(f) is a modified information of y(f).
The following corollary is an obvious result of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 4.2, and Definition 5.1. (Boult and Sikorski, 1986) where the authors show that the evaluation points xi, i = 1, . . . , A, yield an impartial refinement (and also a sufficient refinement; see (Stynes, 1979a, Theorem 3. 3)) of K? relative to the sign off, for every fin F, here the same results holds. Then we can use the algorithm in (Boult and Sikorski, 1986 ) (due to (Kearfott, 1979) ) as an algorithm 4 in Corollary 5.2, if we can find a modified information N(f). But N(f) is not defined in a constructive way. Therefore Corollary 5.2 does not provide a constructive means of computing the degree.
